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Guiding Scenario

The Context-Oriented Programming (COP) sessions are structured around the following simple
scenario.

The ACME company develops a standard line of consumer cellphones. Like any
phone, the main functionality consists in making and receiving phone calls. By
default, the phones do not exhibit any kind of dynamic behaviour adaptability.
Observing that the default functionality is too basic to meet current user expecta-
tions, ACME has developed new software extensions that render phones smarter
with respect to their execution context:
• The Discretion™ extension adapts the phone to quiet environments, such as

libraries and hospitals. Instead of playing the default ringtone, the phone ad-
vertises incoming calls silently by means of its embedded vibrator.

• The Multicall™ extension adapts call advertisement by playing a call waiting
signal (e.g. a soft beep) when the the phone is being used. It would be in-
appropriate to play a loud ringtone when the user has the phone next to the
ear.

1. The proposed scenario is available as a R+COP-Lab5 Monticello package. If you are not yet
acquainted with Monticello, please consult Pharo by Example. Load the package and inspect
the code under the different class categories that make up the package:

Framework Contains a standard telephony framework. The main class in the framework is
Phone. For the sake of the session, we will concentrate on call reception only. The main
method related to call reception is naturally receive:, which adds a new call to the phone’s
incoming call queue, and invokes advertise: to let the user know about it. By default, new
incoming calls are signaled by playing a predefined ringtone, which is simulated in advertise:
simply by returning a ’ringtone’ string.
Extensions Contains a minimal implementation of the extensions described in the scenario.
Tests Contains unit test cases that your COP framework should pass. If you are not yet
acquainted with unit tests, Pharo by Example gives an introduction and explains SUnit, a
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widely used testing framework for Smalltalk.1 You should consider the unit tests as a form
of verifiable documentation of the expected behaviour of your COP framework. This form of
documentation is much more succinct than a textual description could be.

COP Adaptation

2. Having the minimal COP infrastructure developed during last session, proceed to implement
an instance method in class Context with the following signature:
adaptClass: aClass selector: aSelector implementation: aMethod

such that the following adaptation can be defined:
”Create fresh context representing quiet environment.”
quietContext := Context new.
”Retrieve method implementation adapted to quiet environments.”
quietAdvertise := DiscreetPhone compiledMethodAt: #advertiseQuietly:.
”Request adaptation of #advertise: for quiet environments.”
quietContext adaptClass: Phone selector: #advertise: implementation: quietAdvertise.

The #adaptClass:selector:implementation: method just registers the adaptation, but the
adapted implementation becomes active only when the context is active.

3. Having the facility to adapt individual instance methods to particular contexts, extend your
code by making it conform to the tests in COPAdaptationTest. Note that the setUp and tearDown
methods are not tests; they are part of the SUnit testing framework. The tests in COPAdapta-
tionTest are implemented on the assumption that COPInfrastructureTest succeeds.

1Actually, unit testing was first introduced in Smalltalk.
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